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Wise Up 

Week 2 

Elementary School 

Large Group Script 

Week 2 – Elementary  
Large Group Script 
 

Need to Know 
I Will Add to What I’ve Learned! 
 

Bible Story 
Young Jesus in the Temple 

Luke 2:41-52 
 

Proverb 
“Let wise people listen and add to what they’ve learned.” Proverbs 1:5 
 

Characters: 
 JORDAN – Jordan is a student at Springside. He/she tends to be more sensible and 

responsible than Zippy. Jordan loves coming to school and everything involved with 

school…even Chef Cook’s crazy school lunches!  
 

 ZIPPY – Zippy is a student at Springside. He/she tends to be more off the wall and hyper 

than Jordan. Zippy loves coming to school because Springside is awesome, but doesn’t 

really love the hard work and dedication that schoolwork takes. He/she is grossed out by 

Chef Cook’s school lunches. 
 

 MRS. WISE (video) – Jordan and Zippy’s teacher at Springside. She is not actually a 

person, but is a virtual classroom. Each day, she gives the lunch menu, other 

announcements, and wise words for the students to take to heart! 
 

 CHEF COOK (video) – The lunch lady at Springside. Chef Cook always makes the 

strangest foods, but she teaches the students to add to what they’ve learned! 
 

Props: 
 Backpacks (2) – Jordan and Zippy each carry onstage 
 Paper Airplane – offstage for a volunteer to throw onstage 
 Oven Mitts (2) – offstage for game 
 Hair Nets (2) – offstage for game, replace for each service 
 Lunch Trays (2) – offstage for game, replace for each service if needed 
 Paper Bags of Food (2) - offstage for game, each has the following in it: 

 Small Bag of Chips 
 Carrot (replace for each service if needed) 
 Little Debbie Cake 
 Piece of Celery (replace for each service if needed) 
 Candy Bar 
 Piece of Broccoli (replace for each service if needed)  
 Cookie (replace for each service if needed) 
 Bag of Apple Slices  

 Large Candy Prize (2) - replace for each service; offstage for game 
 Small Candy Prize (2) - replace for each service; offstage for game 
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PLAY Environmental Music in iTunes (until Counter fires) 

 

FIRE: WU_ES_Counter 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Teaching (Logo w/ Teaching Music) 

 

Worship leader(s) take stage. 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 
Welcome back to Springside School! I’m glad you are hanging out with us again as we wise up! 

Being wise just means listening to what God says and doing those things everyday! In fact, that’s 

what this song is all about. Everyone stand up and sing this with me! 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: WU_ES_Song (“Wise Up”) 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Teaching (Logo with Teaching Music) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

Great job! Everyone go ahead and take a seat. Last week, we learned to LISTEN while we are at 

school so we can LEARN what to do! I’m excited to see what Jordan and Zippy are going to 

learn today! If you’re ready to meet up with them, then throw three fingers up in the air and 

count it down with me. Ready? 3...2...1...ACTION! 
 

Worship leader(s) exit. 
 

 

ACT 1: Welcome Back 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: WU_ES_Opener   
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Acting 1 (Classroom w/ Acting Music) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
  
JORDAN and ZIPPY enter. ZIPPY is on JORDAN’s back carrying both backpacks.  

 

ZIPPY 
(Getting off of Jordan’s back) Thanks for the ride Jordan! 15 flights of stairs is a lot to climb!  

 

JORDAN 
(Panting from exhaustion) You’re telling me?!?! I just CARRIED you up those 15 flights of stairs! 

 

ZIPPY 
(Defensive) I know, but it’s not like I asked you to do it! 
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J JORDANRDAN 
(As if he/she doesn’t believe Zippy) Oh really? Then what do you call this? (Getting down on 

knees, begging Zippy, imitating Zippy) Oh please Jordan! Please carry me up the stairs! Please, 

please, please! 
 

ZIPPY 
(Pretending not to know what Jordan is talking about) Uhhhhh….I don’t remember that 

happening! 

 

JORDAN 
(Going toward desk) Sure, whatever, Zippy. Look, we better sit down so the rear end scanners 

can take our attendance. I wouldn’t want to be counted absent. (Sitting down, putting 

backpack down, and getting comfortable while Zippy talks) 

 

ZIPPY 
(Walking over to desk and investigating the rear end scanner) I’m still not so sure about these 

things. I mean, how do they know whose rear end is whose? It’s not like a fingerprint that they 

can just pull up on a computer somewhere…(Dramatically pausing, becoming suspicious) or is 

it? Is there a rear end print computer that we don’t know about? 
 

JORDAN 
(Knowing that Zippy is overreacting, ready to move on) Just sit down Zippy. I really don’t think it’s 

as big of a deal as you’re making it out to be. 

 

ZIPPY 
(Sitting down, still suspicious) Oooook. But just know that I’m not entirely comfortable with this. 
 

LIGHTS AT 50% 

 

FIRE: WU_ES_Wk2_Wise Words (Mrs. Wise) 

 

MRS. WISE 
Good morning class! Today is going to be a great day at Springside! 
 

During video, JORDAN and ZIPPY react to the lunch menu - JORDAN by rubbing his/her belly and 

thinking the food looks delicious. ZIPPY by making gross faces and gagging. 
 

MRS. WISE 
Your lunch menu for today is the Springside Special along with bologna-os for dessert! These are 

some of my favorite! All the deliciousness of bologna inside an Oreo cookie! Yum! 
 
You might remember that we learned some wise words last time. They were “Wise people listen 

and add to what they’ve learned.” from Proverbs 1:5. I think you’ve done a great job listening 

since you’ve been here at school, but today, you can wise up by listening AND THEN adding to 

what you have learned. That just means knowing what to do after you hear something new! 

Now, enjoy your day at Springside! 

 

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Hamster SFX (Classroom w/ Hamster SFX) 
  

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Acting 1 (Classroom w/ Acting Music) 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
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JORDAN 
(Hearing the hamster) Hey! Did you hear that? I think I heard Eduardo the hamster. He must be 

hungry again! 

 

ZIPPY 
(Getting up, going over to pick up hamster food) Then let’s feed him! (Putting some food into 

cage) No wonder he’s so hungry! He just keeps going (Mesmerized by wheel, following it with 

head) around and around and around and around…(When Jordan interrupts, Zippy snaps out 

of it) 
 

JORDAN 
(Interrupting) Yep, he sure does, Zippy! (Standing up) Speaking of hungry, didn’t that lunch 

menu just make you drool? (Rubbing stomach) Yummmmm.  
 

ZIPPY 
(Grossed out) If by drool you mean throw up in my mouth a little, then yes. Every time I see that 

lunch menu I gag.  

 

 

ACT 2: What’s That Sound? 
 

FIRE: WU_ES_Kitchen Timer SFX (Classroom w/ Kitchen Timer SFX) 
. 

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Acting 1 (Classroom w/ Acting Music) 

 

JORDAN 
(Looking around) What was that noise? We haven’t heard it before!  

 

ZIPPY 
(Confused) I’m not sure. That’s not the elevator OR the chalkboard.  
 

JORDAN 
(Persistent) Well we have to figure it out! You heard Mrs. Wise. She said she wants us to add to 

what we learn when we hear different things around the school.  

 

ZIPPY 
(Getting an idea) Then maybe we should ask Mrs. Wise what it is! She’s always right about 

everything! 
 

JORDAN 
Hey good idea! (Looking up, as if asking the classroom) Mrs. Wise, what does it mean if we hear 

a sound like this (Imitating kitchen timer noise) brrrring brrrring brrrrring! (make sure sound 

matches SFX) 

 

FIRE: WU_ES_Wk2_Mrs. Wise (Voiceover, maybe with lights on backdrop flickering?) 

 

MRS. WISE 
Great question! That sound is the kitchen timer going off in Chef Cook’s kitchen. I’m sure she 

hears it, but if she doesn’t, I guess the Springside Special will be burnt to a crisp! Maybe next time 

Chef Cook should put sunscreen on the food! (Laughing at her own joke) Hahaha! 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Acting 1 (Classroom w/ Acting Music) 
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JORDAN 
(Panicking) Burnt lunch? That’s terrible! 

 

ZIPPY 
(Casual) Oh please...I bet some burnt crispiness could HELP Chef Cook’s cooking. At least then, 

you can taste the burnt part instead of tasting…(Pausing, making a face of disgust) whatever 

her food was supposed to taste like. 
                                  

JORDAN 
(Thinking, suddenly realizing the danger) But if Chef Cook burns lunch, then the kitchen could 

catch on fire. (Building dramatically) And if the kitchen catches on fire, then the whole SCHOOL 

could catch on fire! What should we do? 
 

ZIPPY 
(Urgent, now seeing the danger) Fire drill positions! 
 

JORDAN 
(Stop, drop, and rolling) Stop, drop, and roll! (Keeps rolling back and forth) 

 

ZIPPY 
(Running to hide under the desk) HIIIIIIDE! 
                                  

JORDAN 
(Stop rolling) Uhhhhh….Zippy, what are you doing? 
 

ZIPPY 
(Still under desk) I’m getting in my fire drill position. What are YOU doing? 
 

JORDAN 
(Standing up, defensive) I’m doing what you’re SUPPOSED to do when there’s a fire - stop, drop, 

and roll. (Pointing at Zippy) You’re just hiding under a desk. Do you think that if there was a fire in 

here, it wouldn’t be able to find you because you’re under a desk? 

 

ZIPPY 
(Coming out from under desk, defending his/her idea) Well, at least I have a plan! (Sheepish) 

Even if it won’t work... 
                                  

ACT 3: Teaching Video 
 

FIRE: WU_ES_Kitchen Timer SFX (Classroom w/ Kitchen Timer) 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Acting 1 (Classroom w/ Acting Music) 

 

JORDAN 
(Worried) There’s Chef Cook’s kitchen timer AGAIN. If only there was something we could do. 

Maybe we could let her know that the kitchen timer is going off and she needs to check on 

lunch! 
 

ZIPPY 
(Casual) I mean, I’m not really all that nervous about lunch getting messed up because….let’s 

be real. You saw what lunch is gonna look like. (Now worried) But I don’t really want our school 

to burn down! We’re on the 15th floor! It would take a long time to get out of a burning building! 
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JORDAN 
(Desperate) If only the classroom would GO to the kitchen! 
 

FIRE: WU_ES_Alert SFX 1 (Classroom w/ Alert SFX; Elevator Warning Alert) 
 

    AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Acting 1 (Classroom w/ Acting Music) 
 

JORDAN 
(Recognizing sound, knowing what to do) Hey! That’s the elevator sound! (Starts to walk toward 

desks) 

 

ZIPPY 
(Thinking) I think that you activated the elevator by telling it to go to the kitchen! (Under breath) 

Or at least that’s where I HOPE we’re going! (Starts to walk toward desk)  
 

FLICKER LIGHTS UP AND DOWN 
 

JORDAN 
(Sitting down, bracing for elevator) Hold on everyone!!! 
 

ZIPPY 
(Sitting down, bracing for elevator, excited) It’s still the COOLEST thing ever that our classroom 

moves! 

 

FIRE: WU_ES_Wk2_Kitchen (Elevator Transition) 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Acting 5 (Kitchen w/ Acting Music)  
 

While JORDAN and ZIPPY are “riding” the elevator, they should grip onto desks, or each other at 

different times. They can lean to the RIGHT, as if the elevator is moving really fast. At one point, 

ZIPPY can raise hands, as if on a roller coaster. 
 

ZIPPY 
(Coughing, holding nose) Yep. We’re in the kitchen. You can tell by the smell. 
 

JORDAN 
(Calling out) Chef Cook! Chef Cook! Are you in here? 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: WU_ES_Wk2_Teaching Video 
 

CHEF COOK 
Well hello there! You just caught me in the middle of resetting my kitchen timer. You see, lunch is 

almost three times burnt...that’s when it reaches perfection! The trick is to set your timer for when 

lunch will burn the first time, then do that again and again. 
 

That’s my secret way of cooking! No one else does cooking like Chef Cook!  
 

It took me a while to add this secret to what I’d learned about cooking. It all started back when I 

was a young chef.  
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I went to a summer camp with my friends Stir Fry and Coleslaw. We took a cooking class 

together, and I learned SO much about cooking! Our teacher would always tell us to remember 

Proverbs 1:5, “Wise people listen and add to what they’ve learned.” Oh and I listened alright! I 

listened to what my teacher said and then I did it every time I cooked something. In fact, that’s 

where I came up with the recipe for the Springside Special that you’ll be having today! 
 

Sometimes at camp, my whole team would go on to the next activity, but I would just stay 

behind with my teacher and ask questions. I took all the answers I got and added them to what I 

had learned by writing things down in my cookbook, storing them in my brain, and then making 

those recipes later on! 
 

I even learned how to make all healthy food taste like junk food. Like, when you take a bite of 

the brussel sprouts that I cook, they actually taste like chocolate! And peas taste like gummy 

bears! Speaking of gummy bears I have to finish getting lunch ready.  
 
You know what?!? While I’m finishing here in the kitchen, you guys should play a super fun 

game.  

 
I’ll send you the instructions right now! Cooks got to be cookin’ bye y’all! 
 

     AUTO ADVANCE: WU_ES_Acting 5 (Kitchen w/ Acting Music)  

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

 

ACT 4: Gametime! 
 

A VOLUNTEER will toss a paper airplane onto stage right after Chef Cook’s video ends. 
 

JORDAN 
(Picking up paper airplane) Hey! It’s Chef Cook’s game instructions! 
 

ZIPPY 
(Still thinking about what Chef Cook said) Wait a second. Before we start playing one of her 

crazy games, I just want to double check something. Is she really burning our lunch three times 

ON PURPOSE? 

 

JORDAN 
(Shrugging shoulders as if it’s no big deal) Yeah, of course. Her cooking IS the best around. I 

would trust what she learned at camp.  
 

ZIPPY 
(Kind of confused, but moving on) Uhhhh, ok. (Looking over Jordan’s shoulder at paper airplane) 

So what do the instructions say? 

 

JORDAN 
(Opening paper airplane and reading it) It says that this is a game Chef Cook plays with the 

other lunch ladies to help them get ready for when all the students come to lunch. (As if 

reading) It says we need four contestants. 
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ZIPPY 
(Going out into audience) Who wants to play a game? (Choosing four contestants - two girls 

and two boys)  
 

(Once kids are on stage) Hey! Can you tell everyone your name and ONE healthy food you like 

to eat?  
 

While JORDAN is talking, ZIPPY will get game supplies from offstage and help get contestants 

“geared up”. 

 

JORDAN 
(After kids have responded) Awesome! Here’s how we’re going to play this game. You will be on 

two teams of two. 
 

ZIPPY helps move the girls to be on the same team and the boys to be on the same team. 
 

JORDAN (cont’d) 
(Continuing with instructions) One of you on each team will be the “lunch person” by wearing 

an oven mitt and hair net. 
 

ZIPPY gives one person on each team an oven mitt and hair net. ZIPPY can help kids put these 

on as needed. 
  

JORDAN (cont’d) 
The other two contestants will be students who are coming to lunch. 
 

ZIPPY gives the other person on each team a lunch tray. 
 

JORDAN (cont’d) 
(Point to kids playing the “lunch persons”) The “lunch person” on each team will stand over here. 

(Gesture toward one side of stage) 
 

ZIPPY helps the “lunch person” contestants move to their spots and places a paper bag of food 

in front of each of them. 

 

JORDAN (cont’d) 
And the other two contestants will stand over here. (Gesture toward other side of stage) 
 

ZIPPY helps the other two contestants line up across from their teammate on the other side of the 

stage with their backs to their teammates. 
 

JORDAN (cont’d) 
(Continues reading instructions) The two contestants who are students will stand with their backs 

to the “lunch person”. The lunch people will pick up a food from their paper bag and shout to 

their teammate what it is. If the food is HEALTHY, like a fruit or vegetable, then the students will 

turn around. The lunch person will toss the food to the student and the student will catch it on 

their tray. 

 
If the food is NOT HEALTHY, like chips or candy, the students will NOT turn around. The students will 

have to LISTEN to their teammates and know what to do when they hear the food called!  
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Each lunch person must call out EVERY food item in their paper bag, and the team with the most 

amount of HEALTHY food on their tray after tossing ALL of their food is the winner! If any food falls 

on the ground, it’s gotta stay there! 
 

ZIPPY 
(Excited) All right! This sounds fun! (To contestants) Are you ready? (After they respond, to 

audience) Everyone count it down with me! 3...2...1...GO! 
 

FIRE: WU_ES_Acting 6 (Kitchen w/ Game Music)  
 

JORDAN and ZIPPY facilitate game - helping kids know what is healthy and what isn’t, watching 

for a winner, and keeping kids from cheating! 
 

JORDAN 
(After game is over) It looks like _______ and _______ are our winners! (Reward winning team with 

Large Candy Prize) And we also have something for _____ and ______! (Reward second place 

team with Small Candy Prize)  
 

(To contestants) You can head back to your seats, but don’t eat that candy until you get home! 
 

FIRE: WU_ES_Acting 5 (Kitchen w/ Acting Music)  
 

JORDAN takes oven mitts and hair nets. ZIPPY takes trays of food. As ZIPPY is talking, he/she eats 

one of the healthy foods off of the tray. 
 

ZIPPY 
(Teaching) I’m glad that our game contestants listened to their teammates and learned what to 

do when they heard a healthy food called out. (Eating a piece of healthy food from tray, talking 

with mouth full) Hey! Chef Cook was right! This ______ (Name of healthy food) tastes just like 

Skittles! 
 

JORDAN 
(Rubbing stomach) Oh man! That makes me even hungrier for lunch! I can’t wait to taste Chef 

Cook’s Springside Special! It’s gonna be great! (Grabbing Zippy’s arm and pulling toward 

offstage) C’mon, let’s go ahead and get in line! I wanna make sure I get a BIG helping! 
ZIPPY and JORDAN exit. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: WU_ES_Teaching (Text w/ Teaching Music) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

Worship leaders take stage. 
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WORSHIP/WRAP UP 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 
Oh man! That would be SO cool if all healthy foods tasted like candy! Who thinks that would be 

so awesome? (Allow kids to respond) Before you go back to small group, let’s review what 

happened today! 
 What did Mrs. Wise tell the class it was important to do: add to what we learn OR eat 

candy every day?  (Add to what we learn) 
 When Chef Cook was at camp and she asked her teacher lots of questions, did she start 

doing what she learned OR forget it as soon as she heard it?  (She applied what she 

learned to her cooking) 
 When we LISTEN to what God says in the Bible, we will know that it’s right to obey our 

parents. So if our parents say “Go clean your room,” what should you do?  (Go clean our 

room!)   

 

That’s right! When we listen to what God says in the Bible and add those things to what we’ve 

already learned about following Jesus, we will become wiser and know how to make the right 

choices. The more we listen, the more we can add to what we learn! Everyone say this after me: 

 

FIRE: WU_ES_Wk2_N2K (Text w/ Teaching Music) 

 

“I Will Add to What I’ve Learned!” 

 

(Optional Motions) “I Will (point to self) Add to What I’ve Learned! (point to head)” 

 

That sounded great! This week, if your teacher tells your class to stay quiet you can make the 

wise choice by choosing to stay quiet when your friend tries talking to you! Then you’ve listened 

and added to what you have learned. 

 

I want to do one last thing before you go. Let’s pray together! Everyone close your eyes and 

bow your heads like this. (Bow your head and close eyes) 

 

Prayer: Dear Jesus, help us to listen to what you say in the Bible and add it to what we’ve learned 

so that we can make wise choices! We love you! Amen. 

 

(Dismiss kids) 

 

FIRE: WU_ES_Outro 
 


